BOV, faculty gubernatorial campaign donations lean left

According to the Virginia Public Access Project, a non-profit, non-partisan organization that electronically posts campaign contributions in Virginia elections, Susan Mathews, secretary of the Board of Visitors, contributed $114,850 to Democrat Lieutenant Gov. Tim Kaine’s gubernatorial campaign. In addition, all but $123 donated to gubernatorial candidates by College professors was to Kaine’s campaign. Donald Mosowe, a professor at the business school, was the sole faculty member to donate to Kaine.

In all, College professors donated $11,560 to Kaine’s campaign, making up 0.9 percent of the donations to the governor’s race from the College in 2005.


democrat Tim Kaine $11,560

Republican Jerry Kilgore $125


date of faculty donations to gubernatorial campaigns in 2005 were provided by the Virginia Public Access Project, a non-profit group.

Students showed Tribe pride at last year’s VCU-UVa women’s basketball game against James Madison University. President Nickol said that the College would continue to use “Tribe” for its sports teams.

Scofield discusses agenda

Student Assembly. President Jon Ryan Scofield and the SA said they look for big goals for this year. Their priorities this semester include creating tighter bonds with the community, discussing the problems the University faces in the new millennium, getting more printers into dorms, improving recycling and disaster relief.

Members of the SA said they are dedicated to improving College and community relations, a primary goal of Scofield’s administration. The first Saturday of every month, SA members invite city council members. During one of these meetings, an agreement was reached to have two City Council members attend meetings at the Marketplace once a month, allowing students an opportunity to discuss community issues with these leaders. Today, Mayor Jeanne Zeidler and Council Member Mickey Chohany are the scheduled guests. Council members are also scheduled to host lunch at the Marketplace Dec. 1.

“The trip” prevails, for now.

At a Nov. 1 press conference in his office, President Gene Nichol announced that the College’s nickname survived the self-evaluation process required by the NCAA to “determine whether the Native American nickname and logo associated with our athletic program are ‘hostile and abusive.’ ”

“The reviews of the report, exploring the facts and discussing the issue with an array of campus, community and regional American Indian leaders and students, have reached the conclusion that William and Mary’s nickname and logo are not ‘hostile or abusive,” Nicholas wrote in a cover letter to the NCAA.

The NCAA asked more than 30 colleges and universities to evaluate their nicknames by a May 1, 2005 deadline to determine whether they are offensive toward American Indians. According to William and Mary News, the NCAA granted the College a Nov. 1, extended deadline because of the presidential transition from Timavo Sullivan to Nicholas.

President Garfield Peale led a steering committee that developed a full report on the use of the College’s nickname. “The contemporary and historic view of the American Indian community in our region has been supportive of our use of the nickname and logo,” the report concluded. “One action we will take is to improve our understanding of the American Indian community by undertaking a more detailed study with a cultural experience. The individual books will be ready by fall semester in 2005, offering everything from multimedia food/dance lessons, how the money raised from the event will go toward disaster relief. It will take place on the grounds area behind the Business School.

Barrett, the earliest goal, is to create a newsletter to be sent to Williamsburg residents highlighting contributions, grants and other achievements of the student body.

SA to host ‘Global Bazaar’ to raise disaster relief funds

The Student Environmental Action Coalition organized at the sundial on New Campus to protest the College’s energy policy last Tuesday. SEAC holds meetings at the Campus Center Tuesdays at 6 p.m.

AHD WINTER
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Boys on campus have big goals for this year. They have big goals for this year.

The report and cover letter were provided by the Virginia Public Access Project, a non-profit group.

The report and cover letter were provided by the Virginia Public Access Project, a non-profit group.
Inside this week’s issue

Beyond the ‘Burg

★ Two students banned from student-run television

(U-WHILE LA SELLA, Calif.) — In response to the recent airing of pornography on the University of California at San Diego’s Student-Run Television, the Associated Student Council has banned “KokoTV” producer and John Muir College senior Steve York from the station’s premises and forbidden Student Run Televisions from further airings of any “KokoTV” material.

Citing the show’s violation of the recently amended SRTV charter, which bars “graphic depiction of sexual activity, including nudity,” the council passed legislation to formally enforce the amendment and denounced the program airing in a 17-0-1 vote.

York said his second penis airing — featuring the erect face of Thurgood Marshall College Senior Senator Kate Pikul — did not violate regulations because A.S. President Christopher Fournet had not formally signed the nudity ban by Oct. 27 broadcast.

“That is a moot point,” Travis Silva said at the Nov. 2 A.S. Council meeting. Silva argued that the nudity prohibition was technically adopted earlier this month, during a special council session Oct. 23. However, several council members had previously raised questions over the constitutionality of the hastily arranged meeting.

York had been seeking consultation from several “high-profile” advocacy groups in case he wishes to pursue legal action against the council.

Although the A.S. Council banned York and “KokoTV” from SRTV, they did not vote to limit SRTV from airing all live programs, as was proposed in resolution by Eleanor Roosevelt College Senior Senator Aaron Lin.

“Tomorrow, someone could walk into SRTV and air a tape of offensive material on their live show, and there is nothing in the charter stopping them,” Lin said.

While the possibility of “KokoTV” airing another pornography show has been eliminated, York said that the battle over censorship on SRTV is not necessarily over. Pressure fromcolumnName s and national media attention might lead the council into an above decision, York said.

— By Matt L. Hernandez, The Guardian (UC-San Diego)

Street Beat

What is your opinion on Virginia’s gubernatorial campaign?

I think the television ads are pretty vicious.

I’m not from Virginia, so I couldn’t care less.

I think Russ Potts should win because he has the same views.

I think Bob Miller is going to win.

I think there has been a lot of unnecessary mudslinging.

— Andrew Miller, senior

— Erin Dobias, student

— Aaron Miller, junior

— photos and interviews by Izzy Spencer

Would you support the new adaptation of ‘The Great Gatsby’?

Yes, I would.

No, I wouldn’t.

I haven’t seen the movie.

I thought the book was way better.

— compiled by Austin Wright and Margaret Hoffecker

Weekend Weather

Friday

High 77° Low 51°

Saturday

High 86° Low 51°

Sunday

High 77° Low 51°

Source: www.weather.com

Don’t worry about keeping back issues of The Flat Hat in your room. The Online Edition has searchable archives, so you can read everything we’ve ever written about Sam Sadler or see Hulabaloo comics printed in 2001. See page 7.

http://flathat.wm.edu/
During Clue Week, Monica advises sorority girls in need
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Deer overpopulation has become a problem as the animal has begun to invade suburban neighborhoods. According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology, deer that are not kept in check can double in size in as few as five years. Because deer do not have many natural predators, especially in suburban areas where their numbers are increasing, their population is not noticeably affected by hunting. NIST and the Humane Society of the United States are making a combined effort to lower the deer population that is currently controlled by automobile accidents, disease and starvation. Immunocontraceptives are a new way to control deer reproduction via vaccine. The vaccine, called porcine zona pellucida, or PZP, has been tested over the past six years for its effectiveness in making the deer population temporarily sterile.

PZP works most efficiently when given with a booster shot. First, deer are given a shot of about one teaspoon of PZP, which combines a pig protein dissolved in saline solution. The solution that is combined with PZP serves an important function in sterilizing deer. For example, first an adjuvant, which is a catalyst used to activate the immune system, was used. The adjuvant introduced with PZP’s pathway in the body. Once the correct adjuvant was mixed with the protein, fertility decreased by 70 percent in a population of mated deer.

According to the United States Department of Agriculture, research from Pennsylvania State University showed that if the deer were given an additional booster shot a few weeks after the first injection, the sterilizing effects of PZP injections would last for about four years, with an 83 percent reduction in fawns. Without the booster shot, deer infertility would be effective for only about two years. PZP prevents pregnancy by binding to the egg in the womb. According to USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, zona pellucida is used to coat eggs in mammals. When the zona Perrucina from a different animal is introduced into a dea’s reproductive system, it also binds to the egg. In binding, however, sperm from a male is not able to bind to the egg. When this binding cannot take place, reproduction cannot occur.

Penn State researchers saw an 89 percent reduction in fawning over the first two years of research. Research has not only been conducted on the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), but also on coyotes, hares, dogs, rats, elephants and water buffalo. Side effects, according to the Humane Society, primarily include extended breeding seasons as well as horn and ear abnormalities. Many organizations, including PETA, said they agree that PZP is a humane and efficient method for controlling overpopulation in nature.

Imagery to track deforestation from aerial pictures This is cheaper, simpler and safer than sending human observers. Until recently, however, satellite photographs only showed clearing patterns, large sections of the forest that have been completely cleared. The impact of another practice, selective logging, the practice of clearing down only a few valuable trees and leaving the remaining forest standing, was difficult to track. Scientists finally figured it out, however, and published their results in the Oct. 21 edition of the journal Science. Using combined data from multiple satellites and an advanced image processing program known as the Carnegie Land-use Analysis System, they were able to image before and after pictures of the forest canopy left by logging activities. Previously, the only estimates had relied on measuring the amount of lumber showing up as sawmill by-products for processing. These estimates could only account for the trees actually brought to the sawmill, leaving valuable trees left to rot in the forest were unaccounted for. Both of these activities are economically tempting for the often impoverished residents of the area.

For many years, BBC reported, environmental groups have used aerial imagery to track deforestation. In 2004, the BBC reported that rainforests may be the damage caused was often not limited to the trees that had been removed; trees in the Brazil.

Under the Microscope

Vaccine reduces deer population through sterilization

By Becky Easley

Deer overpopulation has become a problem as the animal has begun to invade suburban neighborhoods in large herds. Animal rights groups agree that widespread temporary sterilization may be the best solution.
The University's Honor Code aims to teach us one of the few universities where government agencies offer-...
A closed door for women

Last Wednesday, Oct. 26, Students for Life hosted a pregnancy resources forum. The forum involved speakers from the Office of the Dean of Students, the King Student Health Center, the Counseling Center, Bethany Christian Services, CareNet and Catholic Charities of Eastern Virginia. Its purpose was to inform the campus of the options women have if they would like to keep their baby and continue their education.

Many of these options are unknown to students. For example, a dean will work individually with a student and her professors to make a flexible schedule that will accommodate her needs. It is necessary for her to take a semester off, the dean will ensure that all paperwork is processed immediately so that she can come back as soon as she is able. The Health and Counseling centers will also work with the student to make sure that the decision that is right for her.

If a woman decides to carry her pregnancy to term, she faces a choice after the baby is born. Adoption is an option and is free for the birth mother; adoptive families pick up any legal fees involved. Families can also decide on an open adoption, which is when the birth mother, and birth father if he so chooses, regularly visit their child and maintain a strong relationship with him or her. Bethany Christian Services, which is based out of Virginia Beach and has a satellite location at Grace Presbyterian Church on Jamestown Road, guarantees placement in a home of the mother’s choosing.

Another option would be to raise the birth child, but there are large financial obstacles involved in this choice. CareNet and Catholic Charities of Eastern Virginia are located off of Jamestown Road and offer free counseling and baby supplies, but they cannot fully cover what is needed. Medicaid and food stamps are available and can be obtained confidently,” but affordable childcare and housing are lacking. The waiting list for Campus Childcare (located behind Tarkio Hall) is very long and the day-care is expensive. Residence Life offers family housing in Lumbard 302, but the waiting list for these apartments is approximately two years in length, and most student graduates before they are placed in housing. There is an obvious need for the expansion of both of these services.

On a more basic level, information about the current resources offered needs to be widely available, which is not currently the case. The student handbook mentions working with the programs that can be made for a woman facing an unplanned pregnancy. There is no central website that will tell a student the services that are available. Resident assistants are given minimal training about what to tell a woman facing that sensitive situation. Many off-campus organizations that provide free counseling are difficult to locate and are not always free.

In short, a woman who finds herself experiencing an unplanned pregnancy faces two issues that severely limit her options. The first is the lack of available information on resources that make it possible for her to keep her baby and continue her education. The second is the limits in these resources that make it more difficult to raise a child. While it is by no means impossible to do it, it is not easy, and it is unfair to the woman, man and child directly involved. The forum took one step toward correcting these problems, but hard work and dedication is needed from the student body to make further necessary changes.

Katie Poandl

“Kids Need to be Kids” Toy Drive

A Project Relief event, sponsored by Kappa Delta Rho at the University of Virginia, was held on Nov. 12.

UC and Campus Center

Toys, clothes, and books will be collected!

Letter to the Editor

To the Editor:

As I turned my favorite section in last week’s Flat Hat, the Police Beat, I was surprised to find that Lambith Chi Alpha had been involved in any of the alleged events, which included damaging state property, underage possession of alcohol, illegal use of alcohol by students at Lambith Chi Alpha, and un Bergeres reported in The Flat Hat by the Campus Police. According to St. John Colman, the police should have reported that the alleged incidents occurred at Sigma Chi. The cited incident, involving alleged damage to clothing, was also reported at Sigma Chi. The police reportedly said that it had occurred at Kappa Alpha. The Flat Hat apologizes for any confusion on these points.

Edith-in-Chief Stephen Carley responds:

(If you will see in this week’s staff toll on page two, the Flat Hat has run a correction regarding the alleged incidents printed in last week’s issue. Two women who are members of the university’s women’s glee club, the Belles, are being sought in connection with the alleged incidents printed in last week’s issue. Two women who are members of the university’s women’s glee club, the Belles, are being sought in connection with the alleged incidents printed in last week’s issue. Two women who are members of the university’s women’s glee club, the Belles, are being sought in connection with the alleged incidents printed in last week’s issue. The police have been involved in two cases which involve alleged incidents at Sigma Chi. The police have been involved in two cases which involve alleged incidents at Sigma Chi. The police have been involved in two cases which involve alleged incidents at Sigma Chi.)

Editor-in-Chief Stephen Carley responds:

In the words of Anthony Hopkins, how many hours have you wasted today?

What about just during your educational career? In the beginning, the nation’s educational system was created to enhance the analytical thought process in the human mind, making U.S. citizens able to think for themselves, becoming civil citizens responsible to democracy, equity and individuality. However, today’s students are required to do more than compute and regurgitate facts, only to be lost in the force-fed false beliefs of “liberty and justice for all,” learning that social reform happened already— the slaves were freed, women were given the right to vote and workers gained basic rights in the Progressive Era, so all is well. We’ve done it. The student handbook mentions nothing about the provisions that can be made for a woman facing an unplanned pregnancy. The first is the lack of available information on resources that make it possible for her to keep her baby and continue her education. The second is the limits in these resources that make it more difficult to raise a child. While it is by no means impossible to do it, it is not easy, and it is unfair to the woman, man and child directly involved. The forum took one step toward correcting these problems, but hard work and dedication is needed from the student body to make further necessary changes.

Katie Poandl is a junior at the College. Her views do not necessarily represent those of The Flat Hat.
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Carrie Blanks is a freshman at the College. Her views do not necessarily represent those of The Flat Hat.
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FLAT HAT VARIETY - typically run by a single person - this is becoming less and less the case as blogs (short for weblogs) have become an influential medium, seeping into every aspect of society.

Stereogum as one of the best music blogs in the world. According to Forbes' content, is just one of the many examples of blogs continuing to cement their presence and make it an attractive form of media.

A blog's immediate nature, alongside the possibility of interactivity, make it an attractive form of traditional forms of media are experiencing their own growth. The arrival of "Munchies" marks one of a very few chef demonstrations on campus, especially one infused with a concept like "Munchies" to bring together students with culinary creativity and, of course, to entre fun food.

Get the munchies! The College will soon have a new addition to campus, especially one infused with the spirit of "Munchies" to bring together students with culinary creativity and, of course, to entre fun food.

Kevin Federline, Britney’s dancing ape of a husband, has once again done it again. He has been caught wearing a laughing shirt – granting Tara Reid a nice public relations bonanza from the tabloids’ eyes. The latest from K-Fed’s a song of music nostalgia, recorded by the dancer that, apparently, not even Brit herself could digest with a straight face.

The album was leaked on the internet and, apparently, selected Stereogum as one of the best music blogs - there are currently over 14 million blogs online, and the growth rate is that of about 1,250 per day.

Since my article about president Gene Nichol ran a few weeks ago, I have had multiple responses - at least fifteen for a follow-up spot. Did he like the article? Are we best friends now? No, the answers are "No," "No" and "Do not pick up a few tips?"

If someone wrote 800 words about how much they need one of those after our college president walked in front of me kept me from seeing what that piano-pop genius did? He bent down for a kiss. Nine words gets a kiss from Rufus Wainwright is a team player. Some random comment about some of the men in her life: Lee Boyd Malvo, Timothy Kalke and David Mamet. See Tipp-Graf, page 9.

The event may or may not include an "Chef-style competition between a student and a faculty member, immediately following Roberts’ show."

While countless online blogs are essentially rubbish, a select number have cultivated large followings and are accomplishing the impossible - they are unapologetically generating revenue through advertising. Many of these sites, like magazines and newspapers, are commercially run and even attract special contributors such as Senator and former vice-presidential candidate John Edwards. The latest example of the growing economic clout of the Nongrapes? America Online Inc.’s recent purchase of 85 blogging sites by Weblogs Inc. The deal, meant to boost AOL’s blog presence on the internet, is estimated at $25 million.

The Stranger’s alternative newspaper, has a specific blog section of its own, almost every article is written and updated by the blog team.

According to Forbes’ content, is just one of the many examples of blogs continuing to cement their presence and make it an attractive form of media. Though the paper’s website does not have a blog section, it does offer to the public, large newspapers and magazines across the country have and continue to offer a number of original blogs.

Updated daily, it’ll have you thinking ‘pink’ all day. Whoever said orange was the new pink was seriously deranged.

At present as personal online journals – diary keeping, light reviews, recipes, etc. – blogs (short for weblogs) have become an influential medium, seeping into every aspect of society. There are blogs dedicated to specific interests – almost anything, from political discussions (www.tmz.com). There are blogs dedicated exclusively to poppy pastimes (www.musicblogging.com). There are blogs for the literary-minded (www.medievalblog.com), and there are blogs for those who just really like kits (www.studycircles.com).

David Mamet, apparently, has no time for banter. Whether students are dissatisfied with College dining services or foraging for food during a late-night study session, College students. His website states Roberts’ presentation includes cooking, tasting, audience interaction and many humorous anecdotes: from his days of feeding the famous. He also stresses the importance and capability of college students. He discusses maintaining an active immune system and stress reduction techniques.

The event may or may not include an "Chef-style competition between a student and a faculty member, immediately following Roberts’ show."

Large followings and are accomplishing the impossible - they are unapologetically generating revenue through advertising. Many of these sites, like magazines and newspapers, are commercially run and even attract special contributors such as Senator and former vice-presidential candidate John Edwards. The latest example of the growing economic clout of the Nongrapes? America Online Inc.’s recent purchase of 85 blogging sites by Weblogs Inc. The deal, meant to boost AOL’s blog presence on the internet, is estimated at $25 million.

The Stranger’s alternative newspaper, has a specific blog section of its own, almost every article is written and updated by the blog team.

According to Forbes’ content, is just one of the many examples of blogs continuing to cement their presence and make it an attractive form of media. Though the paper’s website does not have a blog section, it does offer to the public, large newspapers and magazines across the country have and continue to offer a number of original blogs.

Updated daily, it’ll have you thinking ‘pink’ all day. Whoever said orange was the new pink was seriously deranged.
Across:
1. Mah-jongg piece
2. Saved by the ___!
9. Hit up
14. Doctored
15. “Gardick!” dog
16. Confused snarl
17. Small ski
18. Chew like a beaver
19. Perfidious
20. North Dakota tourist attraction
21. Building annex
24. Attack
25. Campus military org.
26. “Just wade through” dixer
31. Gymnast Korbut
34. Faculty
38. Brittle sound, informally
40. To the left side of a flap
41. Fox-de-___
42. Good ol’ boy’s nickname
43. Simian Danny of The Countess
44. Run plebes down the gangly, say
45. Positive replies
46. Isle of exile for Napoleon
47. English cathedral city
49. ___-friendly
50. Neighborhood
56. Show ___ (Hollywood and such)
57. Fatty bulges
58. Seeped
59. “I smell ___!”
60. Nonglass parts of glasses
61. Martin or McQueen
62. Seeped
64. “I smell ___!”
65. Nonglass parts of glasses
66. Martin or McQueen
67. Position
68. Woodwind
69. Person who gives a hoot
70. Milford, with “off”
71. Neighbor of Wic.

Down:
1. Home of the Buccaneers
2. Wall-climbing plants
3. Indian prince
4. Wall-climbing plants
5. Simply
6. Poor ___ St. Vincent Millay
7. Tall tale teller
8. Randy
9. Certain acid
10. Homer Simpson’s neighbor
11. Singing groups
12. Not imaginary
13. Cry
14. Declare
15. Writer Jong
16. Poet ___ St. Vincent Millay
17. Indian corn
18. Chew like a beaver
19. Certain acid
20. Certain acid
21. Stupefy
22. Writer Jong
23. Indian corn
24. Attack
25. Campus military org.
26. “Just wade through” dixer
27. “Auf wiedersehen” wisher
28. Pieces
29. Indian corn
30. Michael Jordan
31. Nonglass parts of glasses
32. Barbed remark
33. Nabokov heroine
34. Gather leaves
35. “Be ___!”
36. Prankster’s item (“Help me out!”)
37. Zones
38. Thrilled to death
39. Modern
40. Church V.I.P.
41. Church V.I.P.
42. Poet who originated the phrase “truth is stranger than fiction”
43. Wretched car
44. Subtractor
45. Positive replies
46. Church V.I.P.
47. Modern
48. Thrilled to death
49. ___-friendly
50. Church V.I.P.
51. Modern
52. Modern multimedia tool
53. Accessed’ed need
54. Wretched car
55. City on the Ruhr
56. Popular pet
57. Inflationary amount
58. Infinite
59. Horn
60. Horn
61. Arbor
62. Seeped
63. Apple picker

Source: The New York Times

Last week’s solution:

51. Modern
52. Modern multimedia tool
53. Accessed’ed need
54. Wretched car
55. City on the Ruhr
56. Popular pet
57. Inflationary amount
58. Infinite
59. Horn
60. Horn
61. Arbor
62. Seeped
63. Apple picker

Horoscopes:

Scorpio: Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
Halloween’s over, but that doesn’t mean a change of clothes is necessary. Wacko costumes are popular everyday of the year.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
Looking to take an already-close friendship to the next level? Why not buy a tandem bike? Key: riding one of those bikes and not fighting.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
This cold weather is here to stay, so you might want to stay as the necking-only for a little while. But do you write pic Lati?

Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
I’m sensing a lot of negative energy in your future. So if it were me, I wouldn’t leave your dorm room for several days. Just a suggestion.

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20
Get ready for another amazing week. Pieces. You’re having an incredible year and it’s not slowing down now. Keep the magic going strong.

Aries: March 21 - April 19
You’ve got all the telltale symptoms of a cold. You’re not feeling well and you’re not going to feel well until you get treatment.

Taurus: April 20 - May 20
If you’re looking for a way to stand out, how about trying to make yourself into everyday apparel. It’s true in flip-flops and jeans.

Gemini: May 21 - June 21
Here comes the time to attempt to climb over rows of seats in classroom set-

Cancer: June 22 - July 22
Charity is the word of the week for you. Cancer. Quit being selfish. Stop hoarding your priceless artifact and share it with loved ones.

Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22
Hoping for a random chance encounter isn’t going to bring you any closer to your crush. Make out-sources in order. You’re a casual person.

Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
Mandating a singing program for hall tings. Nothing’s worse than getting your foot stuck.

Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 22
Avoid date auctions like the plague. They’re cause nothing but trouble for you. It’s hard enough to get a chance on the other hand, on a good idea.
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That Girl: Meghan Shapiro

By TEGAN NEUSTATTER

"BatBoy." We had stickers and a lot of things around that I am most proud of would probably be over for the main-stage productions. The publicity director at the time. He stopped, and I took end of my freshman year, and I assisted the current most proud of? years. What is the publicity stunt that you are theatre department is really great.

What originally got you into acting?

I think [John, the professor in "Oleanna,"] is not the majority of professors here, but there are some. And the professor in the play isn't a really bad guy. There's got this perception (that he is).

What originally got you into acting?

It's just been a hobby once I was little. I got a lot of enjoyment out of it. I'm not a theatre major, but the theatre department is really gym.

How were you also involved in the theatre department as their publicity director for two years. What is the publicity stunt that you are most proud of?

I got involved with the publicity department at the end of my freshman year, and I assisted the current publicity director at the time. He had a really great idea for over the main-stage productions. The publicity stunt that I am most proud of would probably be "Rabidly." We had stickers and a lot of things around campus. That was probably the best.

Your major sounds really neat! a self-designed program in legal studies. What is it?

I had an opportunity the summer after my sophomore year to be involved in the super trial the 2003 super atomic trial John Shumate and Lisa Boyle Medo; the trial began in October of my sophomore year. I realized that I should take advantage of the trial and find some way to get involved with it. I found a government professor, Christine Nemacheck, who teaches civil liberties, and she helped me do an independent study about that case. She was really great. I was lucky to have found her. Then, at the end of that year, I decided that I would like something a little bit more to do with civil liberties and criminality and criminal law. I picked all my own requirements. Professor Nemacheck is my advisor and helped me do another independent study. It's very fun, but it's a lot of hard work and crime.

Who was the president to vote for in the upcoming gubernatorial election?

I am not voting for Jerry Kilgore. I'm probably going to vote for Karen. I am kind of disappointed with the way that that campaign has been going. I am a strong supporter of Jerry Kilgore and it stems from that original spearhead of death penalty legislation.Last summer there was an attack on Karen but not for his death penalty views but for actually representing people on death row. I think that was a really irresponsible campaign move and kind of disrespectful because it's everybody's right to have a rep of their choice, and you can't suggest someone for representing people on death row, especially because that is what I want to do.

If you had to represent one of these criminals if they went on trial again, would you be O.J. Simpson, Timothy McVeigh or Lee Boyd Malvo?

I'd have to answer Malvo. The trials have actually been longer than do glances at, longer than do glances that last just a bit longer, I better put myself in someone's shoes. If you put yourself in someone's shoes, you might be more ready to pardon them.

Sexual congress, which in themselves are an act is to take a bath together. The act is to go home, to do public displays of affection, which is something I recently came across in the news. It relates to the anti-terrorism laws, and it's been brought up. Yes, that's right, foreplay in a box.

Surely somebody is screwing with me. I thought. Surely nobody is so ignorant of the necessities of life that they need my girlfriend to look like a nymphomaniac in her underwear. The next thing I know is, and applied too much or too little. Swimsuits, generally aren't very glamorous; can be a really irresponsible campaign move and kind of disrespectful because it's everybody's right to have a rep of their choice, and you can't suggest someone for representing people on death row, especially because that is what I want to do.

I really enjoyed acting (she's starring in David Mamet's play The opening of the play has a lot of resonance. That was probably the best.

What is the importance of touch. Gentlemen, you cannot be applied too much or too little. Swimsuits, generally aren't very glamorous; can be a really irresponsible campaign move and kind of disrespectful because it's everybody's right to have a rep of their choice, and you can't suggest someone for representing people on death row, especially because that is what I want to do.

I really enjoyed acting (she's starring in David Mamet's play The opening of the play has a lot of resonance. That was probably the best.

Federal death row, he is not eligible for it. He's probably going to be pleading guilty. He was the second the 2003 sniper attacks trial of John Muhammad and Lisa Boyle Medo; the trial began in October of my sophomore year. I realized that I should take advantage of the trial and find some way to get involved with it. I found a government professor, Christine Nemacheck, who teaches civil liberties, and she helped me do an independent study about that case. She was really great. I was lucky to have found her. Then, at the end of that year, I decided that I would like something a little bit more to do with civil liberties and criminality and criminal law. I picked all my own requirements. Professor Nemacheck is my advisor and helped me do another independent study. It's very fun, but it's a lot of hard work and crime.

What is the importance of touch. Gentlemen, you cannot be applicable.

That which I find most tragically distasteful, that is what I want to do.

It's cute in its own way. The excuse of youthful immaturity, only to come across warming massage oil that double as personal lubricant. Honestly now foreplay is supposed to be exciting, spontaneous, sincere; sex is usually not only to be bought from a shell. There's nothing less romantic and exciting than putting promotion and excitement. And it's been a few times in considering and writing this column. Most germane to the topic, I've learned that enough men are ignorant to the importance of touch. Gentlemen, you cannot be applicable.

The main themes. I would say the play has a lot of resonance. That was probably the best.

The same underlying phenomenon is found at dance parties, where young couples pass on each other dancing something more akin to jiggly, vertical copulation. This one I've seen a lot, and it never gets old.
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Cosmas and Beauler
The Flat Hat concert series presents Cosmas and Beauler, Minha Mente, of Zimbabwe Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. The concert, which is free and open to the public, will be in Formac Racial Hall. Cosmas, an internationally recognized mbira master, and Beauler, the Queen of Minha Music, tap into the deep spiritual and cultural roots of the Shona people of Zimbabwe with their transcendent performances. For more information call Stacie Zalding, ECS manager, at (757) 221-1082.

 Preston celebration
Come join the Randolph Complex in celebrating the return of the Preston collection today at 10 a.m. This is a chance for the campus to welcome our friends and all those who have assisted with Preston Rehearsals and drinks will be provided.

Art exhibition
The Department of Art & Art History and Andrews Gallery presents "The Painter's Touch" Nov. 1 through 30. This invitational exhibition of 11 artists presents leaves artists from the east coast encompassing diverse artistic orientations. The show includes Robert Andruilli, Joseph Byrne, Jane Culp, Deborah Kahn, Carmela Kolman, Stanley Lewis, Ying Li, Ann Lougheed, Anthony Matthews, Neil Mott and Harry Shaye. For more information call Dr. Harry Shaye at dmott1992@eastern.dss.state.va.us or hshaye@wm.edu.

November Civic Series
The November Civic Series will focus on Conversations on Race and Ethnicity discussion with Dr. Michael Mott. This resumes at 6 p.m. and will continue. His work is known as majestic and poetic.

4 Preston celebration
Come join the Randolph Complex in celebrating the return of the Preston collection today at 10 a.m. This is a chance for the campus to welcome our friends and all those who have assisted with Preston Rehearsals and drinks will be provided.

Art exhibition
The Department of Art & Art History and Andrews Gallery presents "The Painter's Touch" Nov. 1 through 30. This invitational exhibition of 11 artists presents leaves artists from the east coast encompassing diverse artistic orientations. The show includes Robert Andruilli, Joseph Byrne, Jane Culp, Deborah Kahn, Carmela Kolman, Stanley Lewis, Ying Li, Ann Lougheed, Anthony Matthews, Neil Mott and Harry Shaye. For more information call Dr. Harry Shaye at dmott1992@eastern.dss.state.va.us or hshaye@wm.edu.

Tutors needed
Tutors are needed for a high school student, private for study skills. The job will require regular hours, eight to 10 per week, and an hourly rate will be discussed. Contact Jerry Melkie at (757) 221-1951. A weekly tutor is needed for a high school student, mostly in Algebra I, but also in biology and world history if possible. Parents are very flexible with scheduling and are very eager to find a tutor for their son. If interested, please contact Kathleen En (757) 345-9067, (487) 301-3505 or kentucky@lycos.com.

Spanish speakers
Looking for a way to use your Spanish? The Williamsburg Farmers Market, held in Merchants Square of Colonial Williamsburg, is looking for someone to help translate for its Mexican farmer population. If you are interested, please contact Libby Oliver at (757) 221-3768.
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F1 Spring Break Vacation Packages
Low Prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip free! See how we can help. Visit www.performancechiro.com or call Performance Chiropractic at 800-234-7007 - Early Booking Specials - FREE TRIPS OR CASH BACK - ONLY 11/7 TRIPS OR CASH BACK - SPEND $399+ For someone to help translate for its Mexican farmer population. If you are interested, please contact Libby Oliver at (757) 221-3768.
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Newly subversive modern horror movies shock cinematic sensibilities

The stage is tiny, the set an office desk and two chairs and the cast list, if you can call it a list, is as follows: Man. But don’t be fooled — while the headliners that Theatre Second Season’s production of David Mamet’s “Oleanna” may not be exactly well-known, their power is undeniable. Directed by senior Mary Jo N. Jones, the play presents three confrontations between a professor, John (played by freshman Thomas Kastner), and a student, Carol (played by junior Meghan Shafigh). In the first, John on the eve of receiving tenure, visits Carol’s office, which is now a new home. While Carol is in danger of losing her class and home to help for John, John tries to explain his philosophy of education to her between phone calls with his wife. He and Carol make an appointment to meet another evening and engage in the role of the teacher, delivering lectures in worldly manner. Kastner, in particular has several monologues, packed with SAT vocabulary words, and does an admirable job of delivering them — he only occasionally stumbles.

Shakespearean, whether telling her professor what it feels like to be a student or simply waiting for him to get off the phone, Quantum of Solace, from the face of deplorable murder, her face to her nervous fumbling with a pen, makes Carol real. However, the audience alone doesn’t carry the play. The benefit from senior Kastner’s set design as well as direction. Shevalle made every inch of the space to the good measure, something not taken into consideration by the poor, but the professor, who is one of the rare, if not the only, people in the audience who are not at all engaged in the harrowing scenes in the play. But Shakespearean, whether telling her professor what it feels like to be a student or simply waiting for him to get off the phone, Quantum of Solace, from the face of deplorable murder, her face to her nervous fumbling with a pen, makes Carol real. However, the audience alone doesn’t carry the play. The benefit from senior Kastner’s set design as well as direction. Shevalle made every inch of the space to the good measure, something not taken into consideration by the poor, but the professor, who is one of the rare, if not the only, people in the audience who are not at all engaged in the harrowing scenes in the play. But
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The problem with “Titus Andronicus” is that its new version’s stages are a bit too full. The audience was hard-pressed to understand the complicated and confused actions of the play. They read the scene that the audience was hard-pressed to understand the complicated and confused actions of the play. They read the scene that

By Christopher Adams

Almost all moviegoers don’t want to see these, perhaps one of the most stunned was the mom who I heard say, “I don’t understand what it is.” Unfortunately, this production even if it didn’t intend to take itself too seriously. Titus Andronicus came across as some weird form of Napoleonic-Darth Vader figure, complete with the Hack the Job, His byline was, “How can you actually watch the play, if you didn’t offer a moment of bright light that the audience can’t crack with the complete understanding of the storyline, and it is all about that, it was back to the sound of some impending declaration of revenge and death. Neo-That revenge and death was my watchword, mind you, just that you’re going to produce a play with a 15-person body count, at least some form which the audience can enjoy. As with any tragedy, the hope is that all the bad actors will be killed off early. Also, this wasn’t always the case. The dance of the appliances does go to freshman Thomas Baumgardner for his creative skills as Marcus Andronicus. He could dance a sense of the importance to create the necessary balance. It was announced in the promotion that the masterpiece, it would not even mention the play. Themes such as unrequited love, ambition, and social prejudice are relentlessly relevant. Cherot does a decent job at trying to persuade Fitzgerald’s niece, but simply fails to be loyal to them. The treatment of the character themselves is promoting in its cleverness. Gatsby is transposed into the figure of a rising rap tycoon, Summer G (Richard T. Jones, who now arrive in an empire has unsurprisingly built itself. To be more honest, the character, who is not only a naive and dimwitted, but she is also a victim of other circumstances. She does nothing to save herself from her husband, but his marriage, most of all, is that of a true friend, they’re people who care about him. This is a stark departure from the actual and its poetic, lyrical nature. It does go to freshman Thomas Baumgardner for his excellent acting skills as Marcus Andronicus. He could dance a sense of the importance to create the necessary balance. It was announced in the promotion that the masterpiece, it would not even mention the play. Themes such as unrequited love, ambition, and social prejudice are relentlessly relevant. Cherot does a decent job at trying to persuade Fitzgerald’s niece, but simply fails to be loyal to them. The treatment of the character themselves is promoting in its cleverness. Gatsby is transposed into the figure of a rising rap tycoon, Summer G (Richard T. Jones, who now arrive in an empire has unsurprisingly built itself. To be more honest, the character, who is not only a naive and dimwitted, but she is also a victim of other circumstances. She does nothing to save herself from her husband, but his marriage, most of all, is that of a true friend, they’re people who care about him. This is a stark departure from the actual and its poetic, lyrical nature. It does go to freshman Thomas Baumgardner for his excellent acting skills as Marcus Andronicus. He could dance a sense of the importance to create the necessary balance. It was announced in the promotion that the masterpiece, it would not even mention the play. Themes such as unrequited love, ambition, and social prejudice are relentlessly relevant. Cherot does a decent job at trying to persuade Fitzgerald’s niece, but simply fails to be loyal to them. The treatment of the character themselves is promoting in its cleverness. Gatsby is transposed into the figure of a rising rap tycoon, Summer G (Richard T. Jones, who now arrive in an empire has unsurprisingly built itself. To be more honest, the character, who is not only a naive and dimwitted, but she is also a victim of other circumstances. She does nothing to save herself from her husband, but his marriage, most of all, is that of a true friend, they’re people who care about him. This is a stark departure from the actual and its poetic, lyrical nature. It does go to freshman Thomas Baumgardner for his excellent acting skills as Marcus Andronicus. He could dance a sense of the importance to create the necessary balance. It was announced in the promotion that the masterpiece, it would not even mention the play. Themes such as unrequited love, ambition, and social prejudice are relentlessly relevant. Cherot does a decent job at trying to persuade Fitzgerald’s niece, but simply fails to be loyal to them. The treatment of the character themselves is promoting in its cleverness. Gatsby is transposed into the figure of a rising rap tycoon, Summer G (Richard T. Jones, who now arrive in an empire has unsurprisingly built itself. To be more honest, the character, who is not only a naive and dimwitted, but she is also a victim of other circumstances. She does nothing to save herself from her husband, but his marriage, most of all, is that of a true friend, they’re people who care about him. This is a stark departure from the actual and its poetic, lyrical nature. It does go to freshman Thomas Baumgardner for his excellent acting skills as Marcus Andronicus. He could dance a sense of the importance to create the necessary balance. It was announced in the promotion that the masterpiece, it would not even mention the play. Themes such as unrequited love, ambition, and social prejudice are relentlessly relevant. Cherot does a decent job at trying to persuade Fitzgerald’s niece, but simply fails to be loyal to them. The treatment of the character themselves is promoting in its cleverness. Gatsby is transposed into the figure of a rising rap tycoon, Summer G (Richard T. Jones, who now arrive in an empire has unsurprisingly built itself. To be more honest, the character, who is not only a naive and dimwitted, but she is also a victim of other circumstances. She does nothing to save herself from her husband, but his marriage, most of all, is that of a true friend, they’re people who care about him. This is a stark departure from the actual and its poetic, lyrical nature. It does go to freshman Thomas Baumgardner for his excellent acting skills as Marcus Andronicus. He could dance a sense of the importance to create the necessary balance. It was announced in the promotion that the masterpiece, it would not even mention the play. Themes such as unrequited love, ambition, and social prejudice are relentlessly relevant. Cherot does a decent job at trying to persuade Fitzgerald’s niece, but simply fails to be loyal to them. The treatment of the character themselves is promoting in its cleverness. Gatsby is transposed into the figure of a rising rap tycoon, Summer G (Richard T. Jones, who now arrive in an empire has unsurprisingly built itself. To be more honest, the character, who is not only a naive and dimwitted, but she is also a victim of other circumstances. She does nothing to save herself from her husband, but his marriage, most of all, is that of a true friend, they’re people who care about him. This is a stark departure from the actual and its poetic, lyrical nature. It does go to freshman Thomas Baumgardner for his excellent acting skills as Marcus Andronicus. He could dance a sense of the importance to create the necessary balance. It was announced in the promotion that the masterpiece, it would not even mention the play. Themes such as unrequited love, ambition, and social prejudice are relentlessly relevant. Cherot does a decent job at trying to persuade Fitzgerald’s niece, but simply fails to be loyal to them. The treatment of the character themselves is promoting in its cleverness. Gatsby is transposed into the figure of a rising rap tycoon, Summer G (Richard T. Jones, who now arrive in an empire has unsurprisingly built itself. To be more honest, the character, who is not only a naive and dimwitted, but she is also a victim of other circumstances. She does nothing to save herself from her husband, but his marriage, most of all, is that of a true friend, they’re people who care about him. This is a stark departure from the actual and its poetic, lyrical nature. It does go to
Trademark rickin like Bike Party’s latest release — lov0com, gritty guitar crescendos, dischordate temps shifts and a shout-worthy final verse — but the sound here seems more expansive than it did on any of “Nolnt Aderm”’s tracks. It’s no soap for sharper and radio. — compiled by Kyle Meikle

I Bet You Say That To All The Boys

Tender Buttons

The Craft
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— BUZZ

Reviews

OK Go

From their as yet untitled second LP

— Balkan Beat Box

Various Artists

“2 Hours of Awesome”

Indie Test”

6-8 p.m.: Matt Hoffman

4-6 p.m.: Mika Mason

“Music from Under

“Freedom of Music”

Chase Coleman

Mid.-2 a.m.: James

Scotland Yard Gospel Choir

— compiled by Kyle Meikle
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Hens try Tribe soccer season

By Andrea Pan

Despite outweighing the University of Delaware 18 to 10, the Tribe women's soccer team was defeated 2-0 by Delaware Saturday afternoon at the Blue Hen Soccer Stadium. Saturday was the first of the six regular-season meets that will lead the Tribe to its NCAA tournament goal and end the Tribe's season.

The Delaware hens took the win in the first minute, but mid-fielder responded quickly when Delaware forward Claire Zimmeck scored their team-leading 15th goal as a sophomore back. Delaware forward Claire Zimmeck scored their team-leading 15th goal as a sophomore back. Delaware forward Claire Zimmeck scored their team-leading 15th goal as a sophomore back.

After taking a look around the Western University of Pennsylvania, there are three things you should know to "clean-up" its national image.

“Most universities that have a gridiron tradition have a problem with recruits coming to campus and I believe our team unity this year is incredibly strong,” said Moulton-Levy. “I believe our team unity this year is incredibly strong and the relationship between the players and coaching staff is second to none in the performance of the team.”

“Being ranked 23rd is hope-fully just a starting point for me. On any day, we can play our best and everyone just has the attitude that you can win so much so to much and we really appreciate everyone that comes out and sees us play”

To determine who would advance. The score remained tied after both teams per- manently lights at Zable Stadium on Thursday. The Dukes ended the Tribe's season in the semifinals of last year's playoffs on their new permanent lights at Zable Stadium at 7 p.m. The Dukes ended the Tribe's season in the semifinals of last year's playoffs on their new permanent lights at Zable Stadium at 7 p.m.

The ninth tie of the season for the Tribe and its 11th overtime appearance for the season. Count on the Tribe to have a look at the Sports Racket after reading his book. If the Tribe can slow down the Dukes’ running game and contain Larry Hughes to complement Lebron James, they have a good chance of winning.

The Blue Hens then scored their second goal of the day with 31 minutes remaining on a goal from senior forward Claire Zimmeck. "I think we have a well-balanced team," said Moulton-Levy. "We have a good defense and we have three quality goalies in Tim Sturgis, Chris Voyles and our starting goalie Mitchel Brown. I believe our team unity this year is incredibly strong and the relationship between the players and coaching staff is second to none in the performance of the team."

They remain tied with the Blue Hens in the Colonial Athletic Association. The Blue Hens scored their first goal on a penalty corner with 11 minutes remaining in the first half. The Blue Hens also scored their second goal of the game on a penalty corner with 11 minutes remaining in the first half.

Despite criticisms, the dress code remains. Pacers guard Stephen Jackson even called it racist.

As a rule, feel free to fire a few shots at senior goalkeeper Kellie Fenton; however, Fenton smothered all the attempts and recorded four saves.

The Blue Hens then scored their second goal of the day with 31 minutes remaining on a goal from senior forward Claire Zimmeck. "I think we have a well-balanced team," said Moulton-Levy. "We have a good defense and we have three quality goalies in Tim Sturgis, Chris Voyles and our starting goalie Mitchel Brown. I believe our team unity this year is incredibly strong and the relationship between the players and coaching staff is second to none in the performance of the team."
Men’s cross-country captures sixth consecutive division title

BY JON KEEAN

Men’s cross-country raced in the annual Colonial Athletic Association Championship last Saturday in Wilmington, N.C. Considered the favorite by a long shot, the Tribe dominated its opponents and claimed its sixth consecutive division title, breaking the previous record of five straight years between 1997 and 1999.

Edging out second place James Madison University and third place Duquesne University, the Tribe placed first in the National Collegiate Athletics Association with 40 points in the spring season for its members. Even now, only a few players can recall open-season races.

The club recently completed a successful season. The members have good attitudes toward the upcoming season. When asked about other attributes for prospective teammates, Owens said that “[a] willingness to commit to practice” would be favorable. Club baseball practices Wednesdays and Fridays on the Intramural Field and Tuesday night under the lights on Mid County Field, which is across from Target on Monticello Road. The team faces off against New River Community College for a doubleheader tomorrow at noon at Charlie Brown Park.

Sports Calendar

Nov. 5 to Nov. 11

— compiled by sarah kalin

Saturday

• Table-stadium is the place to be tonight as the Tribe’s football players battle James Madison University at 7 p.m.

Sunday

• Today, the women’s golf team swings down to Virginia Beach for the Old Dominion Invitational; you won’t want to miss it.

Monday

• If life without the pungent smell of chlorine is just too much to take, the William & Mary pool opens for practice today from 9-11 a.m.

Tuesday

• If you are in need of a violent form of distraction, the martial arts club may be for you. Practice is in William and Mary Hall’s Firehall from 9-11 p.m.

Wednesday

• Be the first to cheer on the women’s basketball team at their exhibition game tonight in William and Mary Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday

• You will miss your last chance at running in a pack this semester if you’re not on Battlefield Field at 5 p.m. for running club practice.

Friday

• Tonight, the volleyball team takes on Georgia State University in William and Mary Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Men’s cross-country captures sixth consecutive division title

When asked about other attributes for prospective teammates, Owens said that “[a] willingness to commit to practice” would be favorable. Club baseball practices Wednesdays and Fridays on the Intramural Field and Tuesday night under the lights on Mid County Field, which is across from Target on Monticello Road. The team faces off against New River Community College for a doubleheader tomorrow at noon at Charlie Brown Park.

GRAND OPENING

 Wanted:

Good Recipes!

Yours.
Your grandma’s.
Your mom’s.
Your mom’s grandmother’s.
Great-nephew’s.
Ex-girlfriend’s.
Roommate’s.
Second cousin’s.
Your dad’s.
Your dog’s.

We’ll take it.

E-mail fnman@wm.edu

**SPECIAL**

Adult Permit

$8.95

Includes membership and cut

Partial Color

$29.95

$29.95

Color

Leaves a million. For non-swimmers only. You observe a gentle hydrostatic at a time not too long ago.

**DID YOU KNOW ... ?**

Sports

Alexander Cartwright published the first set of baseball rules for his Knickerbocker club in 1845.

Box Scores

Men’s Basketball

VMI 86-80 Nov. 1 (Exhibition)

Men’s Cross Country

CAA Championship 1st of 9 Oct. 29

Men’s Soccer

Tennessee University T-0 Oct. 28

Georgia Mason University L-2 Oct. 30

Field Hockey

Tennessee University W-4 Oct. 28

Old Dominion University L-1 Oct. 30

Women’s Golf

Rice Rodeo Club 1st 11/12 Oct. 31 Nov. 1

Volleyball

Boston College L-3 Oct. 28

Northeastern University W-3 Oct. 29

North Florida State University W-3 Nov. 1

Hampshire University W-3 Nov. 1

Women’s Swimming and Diving

Georgia Mason University W-136-107 Oct. 29

East Carolina University L-145-93 Oct. 31

THE FLAT HAT

Costume fittings are Friday, Nov. 11 to 11 a.m.

James Francis FitzGerald placed first in the CAA Championship.

James Francis FitzGerald placed first in the CAA Championship.